Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown remarkable performance in various computer vision tasks in recent years. However, the increasing model size has raised challenges in adopting them in real-time applications as well as mobile and embedded vision applications. Many works try to build networks as small as possible while still have acceptable performance. The state-of-the-art architecture is MobileNets. They use Depthwise Separable Convolution (DWConvolution) in place of standard Convolution to reduce the size of networks. This paper describes an improved version of MobileNet, called Pyramid Mobile Network. Instead of using just a 3 × 3 kernel size for DWConvolution like in MobileNet, the proposed network uses a pyramid kernel size to capture more spatial information. The proposed architecture is evaluated on two highly competitive object recognition benchmark datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100). The experiments demonstrate that the proposed network achieves better performance compared with MobileNet as well as other state-of-the-art networks. Additionally, it is more flexible in fine-tuning the trade-off between accuracy, latency and model size than MobileNets.
Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown remarkable performance in many computer vision tasks in recent years. The primary trend for solving major tasks is building deeper and larger CNNs [8, 13, 43] . The most accurate CNNs usually have hundreds of layers and thousands of channels [13, 20, 44, 47] . Many real-world applications need to be performed in real-time and/or on limitedresource mobile devices. Thereby, the model should be compact and low computational cost. The model compression work is actually investigating the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy.
Recently, many research work focus on the field of model compression [17, 23, 35, 45, 50] . These works can be separated into two main kinds of approaches: compressing existing architecture with pre-trained models and designing new efficient architectures that will be trained from scratch. The compressing approach usually bases on traditional compression techniques such as hashing [5] , Huffman coding [10] , factorization [24] , pruning [39] , and product quantization [45] .
The second approach actually has already been investigated earlier than the first one. Inspired by the architecture proposed in [30] , the Inception module is proposed in GoogLeNet [43] to build deeper networks without increase model size and computational cost. Then it is further improved in [44] through factorizing convolution. The Depthwise Separable Convolution (DWConvolution) generalized the factorization idea and decomposed the standard Convolution into a depthwise convolution followed by a pointwise 1 × 1 convolution. MobileNets [17, 38] and other networks [6, 50] have designed CNNs for mobile devices based on DWConvolution and shown that this operation to be able to achieve comparable results with fewer parameters. This paper focuses on the second approach and proposes an improved version of MobileNets [17] and MobileNetV2 [38] , called Pyramid MobileNets (PydMobileNet), by using a pyramid kernel size for DWConvolution instead of just a 3 × 3 kernel size to capture more spatial information. The bottleneck-liked architecture of Residual block [14] is used to control #channels of DWConvolution. Additionally, there are two ways to combine the output of pyramid DWConvolution which are addition and concatenation. Therefore, the proposed network can be from very thin to very thick. It means there are many efficient ways to investigate the trade-off between accuracy, latency, and model size for PydMobileNets.
Related Work and Background

Related Work
This section briefly introduces about two main approaches of model compression: compressing existing architecture and designing an efficient architecture.
Compressing existing architecture. Most of works applied this approach improves the inference efficiency of CNNs via weight quantization [22, 35] and/or weight pruning [12, 15, 28] . This approach is effectual because the deep CNNs usually have a substantial number of redundant weights which can be quantized or pruned without reducing (and sometimes can be even improving) accuracy. Different pruning or quantizing techniques may lead to different levels of granularity [31] . The coarse-grained pruning methods such as filter-level pruning [1, 15] have not a high degree of sparsity, but the output networks are much more regular, which facilitates efficient implementations and can be run in any kind of devices. In contrast, the fine-grained pruning, e.g., independent weight pruning [11, 28] , generally achieves a higher degree of sparsity. However, it requires storing a large number of indices and also relies on special hardware/software accelerators, means hard to be implemented in real applications.
Designing efficient architectures. Recently, there are many studies focus on this approach [17, 20, 23, 38, 49, 50, 51] . They have explored efficient CNNs that can be trained end-to-end. Three well-known applicants of this kind of approach that are sufficiently efficient to be deployed on mobile devices are MobileNet [17, 38] , ShuffleNet [38] , and Neural Architecture Search networks (NASNet) [51] . All these networks use DWConvolutions, which greatly reduce computational requirements without significantly reducing accuracy. A practical downside of these networks is DWConvolution are not (yet) efficiently implemented in most prominent deep-learning platforms. Therefore, some studies use the well-supported group convolution operation [25] , such as CondenseNet [19] and Res-NeXt [46] , leading to better computational efficiency in practice.
Besides these two main approaches, there is another approach, called architecture-agnostic efficient inference, which does not compress model actually, but try to reduce the inference time. The prominent examples of this approach are knowledge distillation [3, 16, 33] and dynamic inference methods [2, 7, 18] . The knowledge distillation methods train small "student" networks to reproduce the output of large "teacher" networks to reduce inference-time costs. And dynamic inference methods adapt the inference to each specific test example, skipping units or even entire layers to reduce computation. These methods do not be explored here but they can be used in the proposed network as well as any methods belong to the two main approaches.
Depthwise Separable Convolutions
Nowadays, there are many efficient neural network architectures [6, 17, 38, 50] use Depthwise Separable Convolutions (DWConvolution) as the key building block. The basic idea of DWConvolution is to replace a standard convolutional layer with two separate layers. The first layer uses a depthwise convolution operator. It applies a single convolutional filter per input channel to capture the spatial information in each channel. Then the second layer employs a pointwise convolution, means a 1 × 1 convolution, to capture the cross-channel information.
Suppose the input tensor L i has size h×w×d i , the output tensor L j has size h × w × d j . So, the standard Convolution needs to apply a convolutional kernel K ∈ R k×k×di×dj , where k is the size of kernel. Therefore, it has the compu-
In case of DWConvolution, the depthwise convolution layer costs h·w ·d i ·k ·k and the 1×1 pointwise convolution
Effectively, the computational cost of DWConvolution is smaller than the standard Convolution by a factor of
Width Multiplier: Thinner or Thicker Models
In real-world, there are many use cases or applications may require the model to be smaller and faster. In contrast, there will be some cases that do not care much about computation cost, the model can be fatter to achieve better results. In order to construct these smaller and less or fatter and more computationally expensive models, a very simple parameter α, called width multiplier, is introduced.
The role of the width multiplier α is to thin or thick a network uniformly at some layers. In CNNs, the #channel can be changed by simply using a 1 × 1 convolution, which is similar to bottleneck Residual module of ResNet [13] or DenseNet [20] . The difference is #channels can be reduced or increased, means α can be any real positive value, not just less than 1 like in bottleneck.
For a given layer and width multiplier α, the number of input channels M becomes αM and the number of output channels N becomes αN . In case of DWConvolution with width multiplier α, the computational cost is:
, where α ∈ R + . α = 1 is the baseline networks, α < 1 are thinner networks (α = {0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1} in case of MobileNets), and α > 1 are thicker networks (α = 6 in case of MobileNetsV2).
Width multiplier α has the effect of reducing or increasing the size of network and the computational cost quadratically by roughly α 2 in case of standard Convolution and α in case of DWConvolution. This parameter can be applied to any model structure to define a new smaller/bigger model with a very small change in architecture, which needs to be trained from scratch, with a reasonable accuracy, latency and size trade-off. 
Pyramid Depthwise Separable Convolutions
The Pyramid Depthwise Separable Convolution (PydDWConvolution) uses a pyramid of kernel size K = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k N } for the depthwise convolution layer instead of just one kernel size. Then combines all output of this convolutions before go to the pointwise 1 × 1 convolution. There are two ways of combining features: addition and concatenation.
Addition. The computation cost of N depthwise convo-
. So the ratio of computation cost of standard convolution and the PydDWConvolution-Add
The concatenation operator costs 0. And the pointwise 1
. So the ratio of computation cost of standard convolution and the PydDWConvolution-Concat is
.
As can be seen, the concatenation will increase #param-eters of model quicker than addition.
Model Architecture
This section describes the architecture of the proposed model in detail. As discussed in the previous section, the basic building block is a Residual block. The way how to apply width multiplier α in this block is shown in Table 2 . Where firstly, a 1 × 1 convolution change #channels by a factor α followed by the main convolution which can be a standard Convolution, or DWConvolution, or PydDWConvolution, with stride = s. Finally, another 1 × 1 convolution is used to change #channels to the output #channels.
The detailed architecture of different configurations of residual block are shown in Figure 1 . This paper use four configurations of Residual block. They are the Residual block with standard Convolution (Figure 1a) , DWConvolution (Figure 1b) , Addition PydDWConvolution (Figure 1c) , and Concatenation PydDWConvolution (Figure 1d) . Table 1 
Experiments
This paper evaluates own implementation of ResNet, MobileNet, and PydMobileNet on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [25] and compare with state-of-the-art architectures, especially with ResNet, ConDenseNet, and their variants. The code and models reproducing these experiments will be public later 1 .
Dataset
The two CIFAR datasets consist of RGB natural images with size 32 × 32 pixels. The CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 have images drawn from 10 classes and 100 classes, respectively. These both datasets contain 50,000 images in training set and 10,000 images in testing set. This paper adopts a standard data-augmentation scheme [29, 34, 37, 40, 47] in which the training images are random horizontal mirroring and zero-padded with 4 pixels on each side, randomly cropped to produce the original 32 × 32 pixels size.
Implementation Details
This paper implements all networks on Gluon module of MXNet open source deep learning framework [4] . The training procedure follows the schema proposed in [48] . All 1 The code and models will be public after this paper is accepted models are trained using back-propagation [27] by Stochastic Gradient Descent [36] with Nesterov momentum [32] (NAG) optimizer implemented by MXNet for 320 epochs. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1 and is reduced 10 times at 150 and 225 epochs, respectively. The parameters are initialized by Xavier's initializer [9] . The other settings are: weight decay of 0.0001, momentum of 0.9, and batch size of 128.
Performance Evaluation
This paper uses the top-1 error rate for evaluating proposed network architecture. The ResNets, MobileNets, and PydMobileNets are trained based on the configurations already mentioned in the previous section. Table 3 shows the comparison between own implemented models mentioned in Section 3.2. The comparison is fair because all models have similar structure, they are just different together in Residual block structure. To highlight Table 4 : Error rates (%) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. Results that outperform all competing methods are bold and the overal best results are blue. FLOPs information is obtained from [19] . * indicates models obtained from GluonCV toolkit of MXNet 3 . k in DenseNet [20] denotes network's growth rate. Italic names indicate models run by ourselves. Where ResNet, MobileNet, PydMobileNet-Add, and PydMobileNet-Concat use Residual block with standard Convolution, DWConvolution, Addition Pyramid DWConvolution, and Concatenation DWConvolution, respectively. The model names also contain the #layers and width multiplier α, in turn. The proposed PydMobileNets achieve similar or even lower error rates while using much fewer parameters than other networks.
Comparison between Different Residual Block Structure
Model
Depth As can be seen, the PydMobileNets outperform other models in the same #layers. A very clear trend is if width multiplier α increases, the #parameters increases and the error rate decreases in both MobileNets and PydMobileNets. The PydMobileNets are slightly better than MobileNets with similar #parameters. This situation is natural because they can capture more spatial information.
In comparison between addition and concatenation when combining features, their performances are comparable in term of similar #parameters. The concatenation increase #parameters quicker.
So, the capacity of models can be easily controlled by adjusting #layers, value of width multiplier α, and the way of combination. This helps PydMobileNet can be more flexible in fine-tuning the trade-off between accuracy, latency, and model size.
The two ResNets obtained from GluonCV toolkit of MXNet use the original Residual block with two 3 × 3 standard Convolution [14] . One interesting thing here is the ResNet uses Residual block with bottleneck designed by this paper can achieve similar performance with much more compact models. It is an additional evidence for the fact that the bottleneck modules can be a simple way to compress model. Table 4 shows the comparison between own implemented models and other models. Similarly to previous section, all results of PydMobileNets that outperform all existing models are in bold and the overall best results are in blue, to highlight general trends.
Comparison with Other Models
As can be seen, the PydMobileNets outperform other state-of-the-art models in CIFAR-100 dataset and achieve similar error rate in CIFAR-10 dataset while having much fewer #parameters. Figure 2 shows the training loss and test errors of 110-layer ResNets and 56-layer PydMobileNet-0.25-Concat on CIFAR-10 datasets. The 110-layer deep ResNet converges to a lower training loss value but a similar test error.
Actual Inference Time Evaluation
Finally, this paper evaluates the actual inference speed of own implemented models: ResNet, MobileNet, and PydMobileNet on a computer with Intel Core i7-4770 3.40-GHz CPU, NVIDIA 750Ti GPU, and 8-GB RAM. The evaluation is done for networks have 56 layers with batch size 128 to show the difference more straightforwardly. It reports running speed on both CPU and GPU. The results are shown in Table 5 .
As can be seen, the MobileNets are slow than ResNet in both CPU and GPU although the FLOPs is smaller. Because the Depthwise Separable Convolution is not (yet) efficiently implemented in MXNet.
In comparison between PydMobileNet's variants, the concatenation looks more efficient than addition. Maybe the reason is from the worse computation/memory access ratio in compared with concatenation. The speed of PydMobileNet-Concats are similar with MobileNets in term of similar #parameters. Therefore, this paper suggests concatenation should be used in real applications.
Conclusion
This paper introduced an improved version of MobileNet, called PydMobileNet, which use pyramid kernel size in DWConvolution instead of just a DWConvolution. This helps network can capture more spatial information. Additionally, by adjusting the width multiplier and the way of combining features, the capacity of the network can be easily controlled, which helps PydMobilnet can be used in many use cases.
The experiments showed that the PydMobileNets can achieve similar or even lower error rate with much fewer #parameters in comparing to MobileNets as well as other state-of-the-art methods.
In the future, it is necessary to evaluate proposed architecture with more experiments on the ImageNet dataset [37] . Additionally, the atrous Convolution should be considered because it is an efficient way to capture difference spatial information without increasing computational cost much.
